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Crop duster helps corn farmer 

 
Passing mere feet above the corn, this pilot provides the plants with the 
chemicals the farmer wants to help the crop. 
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     LEVY COUNTY – Within earshot to the northeast of The Ink Pad, which is located 
in the unrecorded subdivision in the unincorporated part Levy County known as 
Jemlands, the familiar buzz of a crop duster was heard late Thursday afternoon (May 
23). 
 

https://youtu.be/B9PyJA30fIQ 
This video has some spots of dust from the photographer changing lenses 
while be next to a field with a bit of wind. The video is a set of clips that 
captured some parts of a crop-dusting job in Levy County. 
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From one vantage point, there were times when the airplane was so close to 
the tops of the corn plants that is seemed like it should be chopping them up 
with the propeller. 
 

 
The airplane banks around to make another pass. 
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Here’s a view that the late Cary Grant may have wondered about if he had 
been in this place at this time. 
 
      Unlike the steady pitch of an airplane’s sound that changes in tone as it goes farther 
away from the place where it is heard, as part of the Doppler effect, this distinct sound 
might be remembered by those people who saw the movie North by 
Northwest(1959). 
     This Alfred Hitchcock spy classic stars Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint and James 
Mason. Through a misunderstanding, successful but average advertising executive 
Roger Thornhill (Grant) is believed to be George Kaplan, a spy wanted by foreign 
counter spies. 
     There is a scene in the movie where the star is chased by a bullet-shooting biplane. 
And as the plane heads to the man, there is that buzzing sound. (The HardisonInk.com 
videographer is a successful advertising salesman too.) 
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     In any event, this yellow-colored 1999 Ayres Turbo Thrush model S2R-T34 turbo-
prop single engine airplane, which is owned by North Florida Ag Services Inc. of Lake 
City, was putting a mist of chemicals to help a corn crop in Levy County. 
     Flying the yellow plane across the field at a distance of mere yards above ground 
level, the pilot was dusting the crops. 
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Here are some more views of the agricultural aerial event. 
 
 
     Pass after pass, a casual observer could notice he was applying the best amount of 
material in an organized pattern. 
     Banking to the left, banking to the right, pulling up on the directional controls to 
make the crop-duster swoop up and then letting it dive, while assuring the spray went to 
the corn as desired, the pilot accomplished his mission. 
 
 
The pilot passes over the photographer. 
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This is a picture, where it could be of the pilot returning to his home airport 
to park the airplane, however, this is really just a nice shot with pretty 
clouds in the background. 
 
     Meanwhile, as the corn enjoyed benefits from a smart farmer finding a smart pilot, a 
journalist leapt from his rolling swivel chair at his desk in the Code Orange Office, 
grabbed a camera and took photos as well as making video clips while watching the 
process. 
     The pilot returned the plane to a hangar somewhere. The journalist returned to the 
Code Orange Office. Bingo, another human interest story, photos and video results. 

 


